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A survey of partial cuts planted with bare-root seedlings, was

conducted on the Prospect Ranger District, Rogue River National

Forest, Oregon, during the 1977 summer season. The purpose was

to assess stocking and its composition under present levels of canopy

cover, and to determine relationships between canopy density and

performance of planted seedlings. Thirteen plots were established

in mixed conifer partial cuts, and five were located in true fir partial

cuts.

Four-milacre (.00162 ha) subplots were systematically located

along equally spaced grid lines to sample stocking and several envi-

ronmental factors. Larger subplots, i/s acre (.08094 ha) in area,

were superimposed over 12 four-milacre subplots in each plot to

measure overstory canopy and seedling height growth.

Total stocking averaged 77 and 88 percent, respectively, for

the Mixed Conifer and True Fir Zones. Increases in total stocking

were associated with increases in elevation, Douglas-fir



(Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco.) was the main stocking

component on site prepared areas in the Mixed Conifer Zone; Shasta

red fir (Abies magnifica Murr. var. shastensis Lemm.) was the

predominant species in the True Fir Zone.

Mean canopy densities varied little among partial cuts, but

large local variations in canopy density occurred within plots. Small

openings are just as likely to be stocked with planted seedlings as

surrounding areas under canopy.

Two-year height growth was very slow in both forest zones,

and was not generally correlated with canopy density. However,

three-year height growth of Douglas-fir was negatively correlated

with canopy density in the Mixed Conifer Zone.

Frost damage was observed on Douglas-fir in several clearcuts,

but in only one partial cut. No frost damage was found on sample

trees in shelterwoods with an average canopy density greater than

35 percent. On pumice flats, seedlings planted under canopies with

less than 15 percent cover are likely to suffer frost damage.

Silvicul,tural implications and applications of study results in

intensive forest management are discussed.
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PERFORMANCE OF PLANTED SEEDLINGS IN
SHELTERWOODS NEAR PROSPECT, OREGON

I. INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

The shelterwood silvicultural system is used increasingly as

an alternative to clearcutting in the severe environments of south-

western Oregon, because the remaining overstory protects planted

stock during its establishment. Shade cast by residual trees hçlps

prevent plant moisture stress and soil surface temperatures from

reaching unacceptable levels for seedling survival. Occurrence of

frost damage during the growing season is reduced, because the

ca.nopy limits escape of long wave radiation from the soil surface

during clear, cold nights.

Qver 3, 845 ha (9, 500 acres) have been partially cut' on the

Prospect Ranger District of the Rogue River National Forest.
2 Most

of this area has been underplanted with bare-root seedlings shortly

after the cut and is successfully regenerated. However, significant

11n this report, the terms shelterwood cutting and partial
cutting are used synonymously; both refer to harvest cuttings that
leave sha.de trees to protect natural or artificial regeneration.

2Personal communication with Harry Cody, forester, Prospect
Ranger District.



3The percentage of total ground area shaded by the overstory
canopy at noon was estimated from the highest point near the cutting
boundary.

2

mortality of established seedlings is expected during removal of

the remaining overstory. In addition, seedling height growth may

be limited under the residual trees. To maçimize seedling growth

and minimize later harvesting problems, th overstory left should

be the least amount possible, consistent with adequate protection

of planted stock.

In the past, shelterwood cutting has been used almost exclu-

sively to facilitate natural regeneration. Field studies conducted at

the Wind River Experimental Forest (near Carson, Washington)

indicated that at least half of full overhead light was required for

natural establishment of Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii. (Mirb.)

Franco.) (Isaac 1943). Removal of over 50 percent of the canopy

during the first cut was advised.

Residual overstory has often been prescribed in terms of basal

area per acre. Minoe (1973) recommended overstory basal areas

of at least 80 square feet per acre for mixed conifer forests of

southwestern Oregon. However, in a preliminary study of shelter-

wood harvesting in the Cascades of western Ore gon, Williamson

(1973) concluded that basal area was not a reliable indicator of

overstory shade. An ocular estimate of shade cast was found to

correlate better with natural regeneration success. Consequently,
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recent studies have emphasized canopy density.

To further improve this approach, quantitative measurements

of canopy density have been made using a spherical densiometer.

Minore and Cakin (1978) used this instrument to develop guidelines

forpartial cutting on the Dead Indian Plateau of southwestern Oregon.

They advised leaving a canopy density of 60 percent for natural

regeneration; for harsh environments, underplanting was considered

necessary.

Once established, mixed conifer species generally grow best

under full sunlight. Emmingham and Waring (1973) measured light

intensity and leader elongation of three coniferous species in the

Siskiyou Mountains of southwestern Oregon. Average leader eloxiga-

tion of Douglas-fir, white fir (Abies concolor (Gord. & Glendl.)

Lindi.), and Shasta red fir (Abies magnifica A. Murr. var. shastensis

Lemm.) was best at 100 percent of reference light. Both Douglas-

fir and ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa Laws.) seedlings grew tallest

under little or no shade in mixed conifer forests of northern California

(McDonald 1976, Strothman, 1972). However, height growth of seed-

lings planted in frost pockets may be severely reduced in the absence

of an overstory canopy.

4Daily radiation (400-700 nm) in a selected opening was
assigned a value of 100 percent. All other readings were expresed
as apercentge of light, at this reference point.
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There is need for assessment of optimum canopy densities on

the Prospect District, Both establishment and subsequent height

growth of planted stock must be emphasized. Guidelines developed

on the Dead Indian Plateau are inappropriate for the Prospect

District. The study area experiences a relatively mesic climate

compared to th Dead Indian Plateau.

Foresters on the District are currently using a canopy density

rating system called overstory stocking points (OSSP) to determine

the number of trees to leave in preparing timber sales. Marking

crews estimate diameter at breast height and live crown ratio of

potential leave trees, and then use a table5 to determine OSSP for

each tree. Enough trees per acre are left to meet the prescribed

number of overstory stocking points. For flat ground, 100 points

per acre are recommended. There are uncertainties about the use

of OSSP as an estimate of canopy cover, as well as on the correctness

of the prescribed canopy densities.

Purpose of the Study

The primary objective pf this study was to determine stocking

and height growth of planted seedlings, and their relation to overstory

canopy density on the Prospect Ranger District. A secondary

5The OSSP table was developed by Duane Kings1ey silvicul-
turist for the Rogue River National Forest. A copy is in Appendix I.
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objective was to evaluate the overstory stocking point method of

estimating crown cover

Survey methods were planned to answer these specific questions:

What is the average stocking and species composition of planted

shelterwood units in the Mixed Conifer and True Fir Zones?

How does the overstozy stocking point method of estimating

canopy density compare with measurements made by spherical

densiometer?

Is there a relationship between overstory canopy density and

stocking?

Is seedling height growth related to overstory canopy density?

What is the relationship between overstory canopy density and

frost damage to planted stock?



II. DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA

Location and General Characteristics

Prospect Ranger District, approximately 60 km (36 miles)

north northeast of Medford, Oregon, is part of the Rogue River

National Forest, The District lies between 122° 10' to 122°50' west

longitude and 42°40' to 43° 10' north latitude. It encompasses approxi-

mately 107, 228 ha (414 square miles), including the 1, 077 ha Abbott

Creek Research Natural Area.

Physiography

The western portion of the study area is part of the Western

Cascades Geologic-Physiographic Province. It is in a mature phase

of landform evolution. Uplift and stream erosion have produced

highly dissected ridges and steep-sided canyons (Badura and Jahn

1977).

The eastern portion of the District is part of a broad plateau

known as the High Cascades Geologic-Physiographic Province, This

province is in a relatively immature phase of landform development.

Steep relief is not as common as in the Western Cascades, and is

usually restricted to major volcanoes, or canyons carved by glaciers

(Badura and Jahn 1977).

Elevations in the study area vary from approximately 625 to

6



2, 025 xp (2, 000 to 6, 500 feet).

Geology

The Western Cascades consists of gently folded rocks formed

during the first uplift of the Cascade Mountains. These massive

volcanic accumulations were largely produced by fisgure eruptions

during the late Eocene and Miocene Epochs. Because the rocks are

highly weathered, no traces of the initial volcanic forms exist

(Williams 1959, Badura and Jahn 1977).

Badura and Jahn list three rock formations that are commonly

found ix the western part of the study area: massive flows of andesite

lava, beds of volcanic ash (tuff) and layers of breccia and aglomer-

ate. These formations have been modified by fluviation (stream

eros.pn), mass wasting (producing landflows of deep clayey mate -

ials), and at the higher elevations, glaciation.

Volcanic rocks of the High Cascades are much younger than

the eroded geologic materials of the Western Cascades. The High

Cascades were formed by eruptions originating from central craters,

resulting in groups of broad coalescing cones. Numerous flows of

basalt or andesitic basalt, and showers of cinder erupted from these

cones during the Pliocene and Pleistocene Epochs. The original

shapes of these volcanoes, even though carved by glaciers, can still

be recognized (Williams 1959).

7
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Evidence of past alpine glaciation is frequently encountered

in the High Cascades of the Prospect Ranger District. Union Creek,

the East Fork of Muir Creek, and the North Fork of the Rogue River

begin in steep-walled glacial troughs. The sand flats between

Prospect and the town of Union Creek are a resu].t of glacio-fluvial

deposition. Direct glacial deposition of earth and stones produced

moraines such as the ore underlying Huckleberry Campground

(Badur3 and Jahn 1977).

The most recent major geologic events influencing the eastern

part of the District were the eruptions of Mount Mazama, The violent

expI.osions, which preceded the collapse of the volcano and formation

of the water filled caldera (Crater Lake), occurred only 7, 600 years

ago (Williams 1959).

Williams estimated that six to eight cubic miles of dacite pumice

erupted from Mount Mazama in the form of glowing avalanches. Pum-

ice avalanches swept down all of the deep glacial canyons, including

the Rogue River Canyon.

Broad, gently sloping pumice flats, separated by older residual

landforms, are a direct result of Mount Mazama s eruptions. Many

valleys were filled or even buried by pumice and ash flows; in some

areas, the deposits are several hundred feet thick. In places, sub-

sequent fluviation has dissected the pumice. Castle Creek, Bybee

Creek, Crater Creek and National Creek have all cut deep, narrow
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canyons into the deposits, exposing the original surfaces which pre-

date pumice deposition (Badura and Jahn 1977).

Soils

The soils of the study area generally have mixed mineralogies.

Medium to fine textured soils are typical in the Western Cascades,

whereas the soils of the High Cascades are often coarse In texture.

Soils forming in residuum in the High Cascades, or in colluvium and

residuum in the Western Cascades, possess moderate to high intrinsic

productivities. In general, the coarse pumice soils of the High

Cascades have relatively low intrinsic productivities (Baura and

Jahn 1977), and typically experience extreme temperatures at the soil

surface (Cochran 1969). Some general characteristics of the soil types

encountered in the study area are listed in Table I.

çlimat e

The climate in the Prospect District is generally characterized

by cool, wet winters and warm, dry summers. Over 80 percent of

the annual precipitation falls during the wet season extending from

mid-October to mid-April. Clear skies generally prevail during the

warm summer months; precipitation during the dry period accounts

for only five percent o: the annual total (Badura and Jahn 1977).

Variations in climate do occur within the study area. Climatic



TABLE L GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SOILS FOUND IN SHELTERWOODS.
a

Soil
Profile
Number

1400

2600

3400

Western Cascades
Not Colluvium Variable Variable Variable Variable

rated

3300 Residuum and Soft to moderately hard Loam to 25-60 1.2-1.7
colluvium andesites basalts clay loam Cobble

and breccias

4200 Colluvium and Soft to moderately hard Loam to 3550 1. 0-i. 5

residuum tuffs, breccias clay loam Gravel and
and andesites cobble

a
Source: Badura and Jahn(1977).

Origin of Soil
Material

Nature of
Substratum

Texture Stone
Content

Rooting
Depth

High Cascades percent rn

Glaciofluvial deposits Stratified alluvium Loamy sand to 35-SO 0. 5-1.5
and alluvium sandy loam Fine gravel

Volcanic ejecta Flow pumice and ash Loamy sand to
sandy loam

25-SO
Gravel and cobble

1.0-i, S

Residiurn Soft ndesites and
basalts

Loam 25-40
Gravel and cobble

0,9-1,2
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d3ta, e4racted from Franklin aid Dyrness (1973), are presented in

Table II to contrast the differences in temperature and moisture

between low and high elevation sites. Snowfall is most abundant in

the higher elevations above 1, 370 m (4, 500 feet). In these areas,

snow packs persist into late May. Summer thunderstorms yield

significant amounts of rainfall only at the higher elevations.

Forest Zones

Two major forest zones dominate the study area: the Mixed

Conifer Zone described by Franklin and Dyrness (1973), and the True

Fir Zone. 6 Elevations within the Mixed Conifer Zone range from

just under 935 to 1, 400 m (3, 000 to 4, 500 feet). The True Fir Zone

occupies the higher elevations between 1, 370 and 1, 830 m (4, 500 and

6, 000 feet).

Most of the Districtt commercial forest land lies within the

Mixed Conifer Zone. Annual precipitation ranges from 1, 020 to

1, 400 mm (40 to 55 inches), and occirs primarily in the form of

rain or wet snow (Badura and Jahn 1977). Mean temperatures are

sinilar to those of the more northern Tsuga heterophylla Zpne,

6 The True Fir Zone corresponds to Badura and Jahn's Upper
Forest Zone, and lies within the Abies concolor and Abies magnifica
shastensis Zones described by Franklin and Dyrness (1973).

7Elevation is used as a general guide in defining orest zones;
the actual upper and lower bounds of each zone vary according to
aspect and topography.



TABLE II. CLIMATIC DATA REPRESENTATIVE OF A LOW AND A HIGH ELEVATION IN THE
STUDY AREA.

a

Station Elevatio ri Temperature Precipitation
Average Average Average Average June Average

annual January July annual through annual
August snowfall

aCrater Lake National Park headquarters lies 12 km east of the District boundary, but is representa-
tive of the highest elevations within the study area.

m °C mm cm

Prospect 630 9.9 1.9 19.0 1,059 62 162

Crater Lake
N.P. Head-
quarters 2i24 3.8 -3.7 13.4 1,643 99 1,324
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but the summers are much warmer and drier (Franklin and Dyrness

1973).

Two environments, distinctly defired by physiography, climate

and vegetation were sampled within the Mixed Conifer Zone. Moder-

ately steep, south facing slopes in the Western Cascades produce one

environment. The other is found on pumice and sand flats of the High

Cascades, within the central part of the District.

Marked climatic differences exist between these two localities.

The oderate1y steep slopes of the Western Cascades facilitate cold

air drainage; it appears that low vegetation in this area rarely experi-

ences harsh frosts during the growing season. In contrast, the

District's major frost pockets occur on pumice and sand flats, where

late spring and early fall frosts often curtail a normally short grow-

ing season. Direct measurements of precipitation have not been made

fQr these two localities, hut extrapolations made from an isohyet

map developed by Badura and Jahn (1977) suggest that mean annual

precipitation is similar in both. However, potential solar radiation

on south facing slopes is nearly 1. 15 times that of the flats (Buffo

etal. 1972), Consequently, south facing slopes are warmer and

drier than the pumice and sand flats; differences in vegetation between

the two localities are evident.

Drought tolerant species are prominent among vegetation found

on south slopes. Major tree species include Douglas-fir,
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incense-cedar (Libocedrus decurrens Torr.), white fir, and sugar

pine (Pinus lambertiana Dougi.). Ponderosa pine and Pacific madrone

(Arbutus menziesii Pursh) are common associated species. Oregon

white oak (Quercusrryana Dougl.) is occasionally found. Berberis

nervosa Pursh, Castanopsis chrysophylla (Dougi.) A. DC. and

Holodiscus discolor (Pursh) Maxim, are typical woody species in

uncut stands adjacent to shelterwoods. Whip1ea modesta Torr. is

a common herbaceous species found in both partial cut and uncut

stands.

Tree species intermediate to low in their drought tolerance

are among the vegetation found on pumice and sand flats in the Mixed

Conifer Zone. Principal tree species are Douglas-fir, white fir and

western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla (Raf.) Sarg.). Ponderosa pine

is scattered throughout the overstory, and will reproduce itself in

openings. Below l 070 m (3, 500 feet) sugar pine and the understory

species Corylus cornuta Marsh. var. californica (DC.) Sharp, Cornus

niitta11ii Audubon, and. Acer circinatum Pursh are significant compo-

nents of the vegetation. Above 1, 070 m, western white pine (Pinus

monticola Dougi.) becomes the dominant five-needle pine; typical

understory species include Symphoricarpos albus (L.) Blake. and

Arctostaphylos nevadensis Gray. Castanopsis chrysophylla and

Berberis nervosa occur throughout the entire elevational range of

mixed conifer stands on pumice and sand flats.
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The True Fir Zone experiences a cooler, wetter climate than

the Mixed Conifer Zone. Heavy precipitation, in the form of winter

snow, rain and summer thundershowers, ranges from 1, 400 to 1, 780

mm (55 to 70 inches) annually. The soil moisture regime is consid-

ered moist (Badura and Jahn 1977), and plant moisture stress never

reaches critical levels during the short summer season (Waring

1969).
8

he vegetation of the True Fir Zone contains several elements

commonly found in cold moist sites. Shasta red fir and mountain

hemlock (Tsuga mertensiana (Bong.) Car.) are major tree species

within this Zone that have relatively low tolerances to moisture

stress. Although considered intermediate in its drought tolerance,

white fir is a climax tree species at lower elevations of the True Fir

Zone (Franklin and Dyrness 1973). Western white pine and Douglas-

fir are seral species. Observations in relatively undisturbed forests

adjacent to shelterwoods indicate that Vaccinium membranaceu

Dougl. dominates the shrub layer on most sites; typical associated

understory species include Castanopsis chrysophylla, Acer glabrum

Torr., and Ribes spp.

8Waring monitored plant moisture stress in the Abies magnifia
shastensis Zone of the eastern Siskiyou Mountains. Similar results
were obtained from red fir dominated forests in northern California
(Griffen 1967). True fir forests in the study area are assumed to
have similar plant moisture regimes.



III, SURVEY METHODS

Answers to the study questions were obtained by systematically

sampling shelterwoods on the Prospect Distdct. Sample plots were

drawn at random from separate lists of candidate units compiled for

each locality. Data obtained from these plots were then summed and

analyzed statistically as appropriate.

Sample Selection

First, a population of shelterwoods was compiled from District

reforestation records; the following selection criteria were used:

I,. The candidate unit was a partial cut planted between fall 1973

and spring 1975.

The unit was at least 8. 1 ha (20 acres) in size.

The unit had been planted uniformly (not spot planted).

Because the area of individual partial cuts ranged in size from 8. 1 ha

to over 81 ha, units larger than 16.2 ha were subdivided and listed

as plots approximately 8. 1 ha in size. Units less than 16, 2 ha in

size were listed as OflO plot.

The population was then stratified into three groups: (1) mixed

conifer stands on pumice o:r sand flats, (2) mixed conifer stands on

16

9Shelterwoods are usually spot planted if advance regeneration
is present in all hut a few openings.
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south-facing slopes of the Western Cascades, and (3) true fir forests

above 1, 370 m,

Most of the shelterwood units are on pumice or sand flats.

This population was divided into two groups: (1) units planted in

spring 1974, and (2) units planted in spring 1975. In both groups,

candidate plots were numbered in sequence. A random numbers

table was then used to select five samples from each of the two

groups.

Mixed conifer partial cuts in the western part of the study area

were planted in spring 1975. Using the same random selection proce-

dures, five samples were identified. 10

All of the units in the True Fir Zone were planted in fall 1974.

Following the procedure described above, five plots were randomly

selected in this Zone.

Results of the random selection procedure are summarized

in Table III.

10 Available field time only permitted three of the plots to
be sampled.



TABLE III. SUMMARY OF SAMPLE PLOT RANDOM SELECTION.

number

5

5

5

Mixed Conifer
(pumice and sand flats)

Mixed Conifer
(pumice and sand flats)

Mixed Conifer
(slopes of Western Cascades)

True Fir

Plots and Subplots

Sample plots (units) and subplots were first drawn on District

reforestation traverse maps. Boundaries of all samples were located

at least two chains inside the shelterwood cut to avoid possible edge

effect from adjacent clearcut or uncut stands. Parallel lines, spaced

two chains apart, were fitted by cardinal directions on most of the

mapped units to locate centerpoints of 40 subplots, These were spaced

at one chain intervals along the lines, and were numbered consecu-

tively, 1 through 40. On most sample units, four parallel lines con-

tai ned ten subplots each (Figure 1). However, sample line layout

was modified as necessary to sample small irregularly shaped plots.

Sample plots an d subplots were later located in the field using a hand

compass and pacing.

Spring 1975

Spring 1974

Spring 1975

Fall 1974

18

Sample Plots Forest Zone Planting Date
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Two subplot sizes were sampled from the same subplot center

points: (1) four-milacre (.00162 ha) subplots and (2) i/s acre

(.08094 ha) subplots. Stocking was determined on a circular four-

milacre subplot at each subsample point. If more than one-half of

the subplot's area was unavailable for seedling establishment, the

subplot was rejected. A new grid line beginning with subplot number

41 was then used to locate a replacement subplot.

An individual four-milacre subplot was rejected if any of these

conditions existed on more than half of its area:''

Stream bed up to normal high water lines.

Permanent marsh, swamp, or meadow.

Road used since 1975.

Solid rock or wood,

Area of deep, active erosion.

Rejections numbered 38 out of 701 subplot locations, or approxi

mately five percent. Location of subpiots on solid wood or rock

accounted for over 60 percent of the rejections. 12

Circular 1/5 acre subplots were superimposed on 12 of the 40

four-niilacre subplots per sample. To avoid overlap, these larger

''The rejection criteria were adapted as reported in a Study
Plan by W. I. Stein (1973): Evaluating regeneration following timber
harvesting in southwestern Oregon.

12lncompletely burned piles of slash were responsible for most
of these rejections.
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subplots were spaced at least two chains apart along the parallel lines.

The centerpoint of four-milacre subplot number one was used as the

center of the first large sukplot. If this location was sampled, the

second large subplot was located at the centerpoint of four-milacre

subplot number three, and the third 1/5 acre subplot at location

number five. If a 1/5 acre subplot area did not meet sampling

standards, it was rejected; the next four-milacre subplot center-

point, one chain further along the grid line, was then used to provide

a replacement. In rare cases, it was necessary to go beyond center-

point number 40 to locate 1 expanded 1/5 acre subplots.

A candidate 1/5 acre subplot was not sampled if any of these

conditions existed:

The circular four-milacre subplot was not on a prepared site,

(Mechanical scarification or burning had not been used to pre

pare the site).

Five live planted seedlings of the same species could not be

found within a radius of 12.2 m (40 feet) from the centerpoint.

Height growth could not be measured on at least five seedlings

of any one species.

Condition number two was the most frequent cause for rejection of

large subplots; often small areas were never planted. In localized

areas, deer browse was a common cause of rejection.



Collection of Data

Descriptive information was collected about each plot. Field

observations, District reforestation records, soil resource inventory

maps, and other sources were used to obtain at least the following

information:

Elevation

Forest zone

Soil profile number

Geographic location

Planting information--year, species, spacing used.

Site preparation method and year.

General notes

On composition of the shelterwood overstory,

On surrounding clearcut and uncut stands.

Stocking was determined on all 40 four-milacre subplots per

plot. Species acceptable as stocking components included Douglas-

fir, true firs, cedars, hemlocks, pines and Engelmann spruce.

Hardwoods such as golden chinkapin or bigleaf maple (Acer macro-

phyllum Pursh) were not considered stocking species. The four-

milacre subplots were searched for presence of live seedlings. 13

22

13Seedlings near death (yellow in color) were not counted as
live stocking.



In addition to stocking, the number of planted seedlings found

were recorded by species on 12 intensively sampled subplots. 14

The number of naturals of each species found that were at least

two years old, but less than eight inches in diameter were also

recorded.

Circular 1/5 acre subplots were also used to obtain informa-

tion on seedling performance and environmental factors.

Height growth since outplanting was measured on the five

unbrowsed seedlings of a species nearest to the centerpoint.

Height increments for the 1974, 1975 and 1976 growing seasons

were measured to the nearest half-centimeter for plots planted

in spring of 1974. Likewise, height increments for the 1975 and

1976 growing seasons were measured for units planted in fall 1974

or spring 1975. Average height growth after oi.tplanting, and aver

age yearly height increments were computed for each large sub-

plot.

Frost damage was checked on both planted and natural seed-

lings, and was rated as none, infrequent, or common.

Relative radiation index is an environmental factor that can

23

14These 12 intensively sampled four-milacre subplots had
the same centerpoints as the 12 1/5 acre circular subplots,
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be calculated from aspect and slope. Aspect was determined to

the nearest one of eight compass points on each large subplot.

Steepness of slope was measured with a clinometer and rounded

to the nearest ten percent. Average aspect and percent slope were

computed for each shelterwood unit. Using these averages and a

solar radiation table (Buffo et al. 1972), the annual potential radia-

tion received by each unit was determined, Flat ground was assigned

a relative radiation index of 1.00. All other units were compared

with flat ground (Details in Appendix II).

Overstory canopy density as measured by spherical densiome

ter, was another environmental variable obtained in 1/5 acre sub-

plots. Up to 25 points, representing canopy density on the densiome-

ter mirror, were dot-counted once for each cardinal direction.

The sum was used as the measure of percent canopy density. The

south facing dot-count was multiplied by four to obtain percent canopy

density south of the subplot center.

Overstory stocking points (OSSP), the measure of canopy den-

sity used by the Rogue River National Forest, were also estimatedfor

each large subplot. Live crown ratio and diameter at breast height
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(dbh), were estimated for all overstory trees larger than eight inches

dbh, located within the subplot boundary. Points for each size tree

were then read from an OSSP table. The total overstory stocking

points were multiplied by five to obtain OSSP per acre.

On every subplot, tenths of the four-milacre area covered by

vegetation less than waist high was estimated ocularly and recorded

as percent ground cover.

All data scheduled for collection was obtained on eight of the

1 8 plots sampled. Stocking was sampled on 40 subplots of every

sample area except plot 13 where only 28 were available, because

nearly one-third of the area had been disturbed by recent salvage

logging.

It was not possible to locate 12 acceptable large subplots on

every plot. Even when sufficient large subplots could be located

heavy deer browse or lack of planted seedlings prevented the mea-

surement of height growth on some of the i/s acre subplots. Samples

obtained for areas where height growth and related information were

incomplete are as follows:

Plot Large subplots Seedling height OSSP

1 10 10 10

7 9 6 9

9 12 3 3

10 12 0 0
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To save time, canopy density was measured only by densiometer on

areas where seedling height growth data were scarce or unobtainable.

Plot Large subplots Seedling height OSSP

11 12 0 0

12 12 0 0

13 8 8 8

15 11 11 11

16 12 0 12

17 12 8 12



summary of the analysis of variance is presented below:

IV. RESULTS

Average Stocking

Shelterwood cutting units are generally well stocked in both

forest zones on the Prospect District. Conifer regeneration estab-

lished either before or after harvest was found on 77 percent of the

four-milacre subplots examined in mixed conifer stands, and on 88

percent of those in the True Fir Zone (Table IV), Mean stocking on

pumice or sand flats and south slopes in the Mixed Conifer Zone

differed less than five percent. Total stocking in the Mixed Conifer

Zone ranged from 55 percent to 90 percent. A much narrower range,

85 to 90 percent, characterized total stocking in the True Fir Zone.

Total stocking increases with increases in elevation (TableV)!5

Elevation of plots ranges from less than 880 m (2, 900 feet) in the

Mixed Conifer Zone to 1, 680 m (5, 500 feet) in the True Fir Zone.

The difference in mean stocking is greatest between the low and

middle elevations. Based on field observations, the six plots

*Tabular F 05 with 2/15 degrees of freedom = 3. 7.
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Source

Treatments 2 930.6 465.3 6.6*

Error 15 1,053.4 70.2

Total 17 1,984.0



TABLE IV. AVERAGE TOTAL STOCKING IN SHELTERWOODS
BY FOREST ZONE, a

Forest Zone Samples Average Stocking
and Interval

Estimateb

astocking percentage of an individual plot number of stocked subplots

x 100. Because only 28 subplots were established on ot number 13,
stocking percentage was computed by dividing the number of stocked
subplots times 100 by 28.

bNiflety percent confidence interval estimates presented are equal to
the estimate of the mean ± (t 10) times the standard error of the
mean.

TABLE V. AVERAGE TOTAL STOCKING IN SHELTERWOODS
WITHIN LOW, MIDDLE AND HIGH ELEVATION BANDS.

aBased on 90 percent confidence intervals.

28

rn number percent

Mixed Conifer 760 to 1,070 6 70.7 ± 9,9
Mixed Conifer 1, 070 to 1, 370 7 82.9 ± 5,1
True Fir 1, 370 to 1,680 5 88.4 ± 3.1

number percent

Mixed Conifer 13 77.2 ± 5.5
Flats 10 78.3 ± 6.3
South slopes 3 73.6 ± 23.6

True Fir 5 88.4± 3.1

Forest Zone Elevation Band Samples Average Stocking
and Interval
Estimatea
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sampled at low elevations are warmer and drier than plots above

1, 070 m (3, 500 feet). Three of the low elevation plots are on

southerly aspects. The other three are located on lower fringes of

the Mixed Conifer Zone near the elevation 880 m. Based on extrapo-

lations made from a small scale isohyet map, it appears that low

elevation plots receive less annual precipitation than middle elevation

plots (Badura and Jahn 1977).

Differences in the mix of species at low and middle elevations

also suggest that an environmental gradient exists. Sugar pine,

Pacific madrone, and incense-cedar were commonly observed in

mixed conifer stands below 1, 070 m; they were not observed on study

plots at middle or high elevations. Western white pine, considered

less tolerant of moisture stress than sugar pine, was the dominant

five-needle pine above 1, 070 m.

Species Composition

Relative establishment of natural and planted seedlings since

cutting, and stocking by individual species, differed by forest zone

(Table VI). 16 In the Mixed Conifer Zones planted trees were a key

16 The 12 (or less) four-milacre subplots per plot, with th.e
same centerpoints as 1/5 acre subpk'ts, were used to determine
species composition on site-prepared areas.



TABLE VI. AVERAGE POST-HARVEST STOCKING IN SHELTERWOODS BY SPECIES AND FOREST
ZONES,

a

Mixed Conifer Zone
Species and Flats South s12s
Sample Size planted naturals planted naturals planted naturals

True Fir Zone

30

dash (-) indicates that the species was not planted. Ninety percent confidence interval estimates
were calculated for totals only.

Sample size (number) 10 10 3 3 5 5

percent
Douglas-fir 66 34 28 36 18 27

White fir 8 4 8 3 - - 37

Shasta red fir 3 0 0 28 51

Ponderosa pine 8 6 0 0

Sugar pine 0 -- 5 0

Western white pine 13 0 59

Lodgepole pine 1 0 -- 0

Incense-cedar - - 0 28 0

Western hemlock 1 0 0

Mountain hemlock 0 0 - 5

All species 73 :EJ 46 ±13 36±41 42 6i 42±16 98±5



regeneration component. Stocking with only naturally established

seedlings averaged less than 50 percent. With but one marked excep-

tion, 17 planted trees generally stocked substantially more subplots

than were stocked by naturals. In contrast, naturals were found on

nearly 100 percent of the subplots examined in the True Fir Zone;

planted trees, on the average, were found on only 42 percent of the

subplots.

Douglas-fir was the chief species that established (either na-

turally or from planting) in the Mixed Conifer Zone. Shelterwood

cutting favored natural establishment of this moderately shade toler-

ant species since residual overstories were largely composed of

Douglas-fir. Naturals stocked about 35 percent of the subplots

examined. Douglas-fir was planted in all units sampled and occupied

66 percent of the subplots on the flats, but only 28 percent of those

on south. slopes. It is not clear whether survival of planted Douglas-

fir was better on the flats than on south slopes, if less stock was

planted on the slopes, or if planted seedlings were more often identi-

fied as naturals.

Minor quantities of white fir, ponderosa pine and Shasta red fir

were also planted in mixed conifer areas, White fir was planted on 11

31

'7Planted trees were found on only one subplot of one south
slope sample. Since one-year-old Douglas-firs had been planted, it
is likely their identity was not separable from naturals that were
found.
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of 13 plots, but amounted to only a small fraction of the total planted

and the stocking found. Unbrowsed ponderosa pines were prominent

in one partial cut where they had been planted. Naturally established

ponderosa pines were generally scarce except on plots one and two on

sand flats, where 26 percent of the subplots were stocked with this

species. Shasta red fir was only planted in two mid-elevation plots.

Next after Douglas-fir, incense-cedar was the most abundant

species that established naturally on south slopes, and western white

pine (above 1, 070 m) on pumice flats, 28 and 13 percent of the sub-

plots, respectively. Lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta Dougi. was the

most common seral species in burned or clearcut areas subject to

frost, but was rarely observed in shelterwoods.

Shasta red fir and Douglas-fir were the only species planted in

shelterwoods of the True Fir Zone. Although both species were

planted extensively, Shasta red fir stocked moie subplots, 28 percent

versus 18 percent.

Within the True Fir Zone, increases in elevation were associ-

ated with decreases in natural stocking of Douglas-fir, and increases

in Shasta red fir. At 1, 370 m (4, 500 feet), stocking of planted Shasta

red fir and Douglas-fir was about equal, but above 1, .520 in (5, 000

feet), Douglas-fir was found on only four percent of the subplots

sampled (Appendix III), In both plots sampled at upper elevations,

Douglas-fir was nearly absent from the residual over story, and no
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naturally established seedlings were found.

In contrast, Shasta red fir naturals established since cutting,

contributed significantly to stocking throughout the True Fir Zone.

On the average, they were found on half of the subplots sampled. At

1, 370 m, Shasta red fir naturals were found on roughly one of five

subplots (comparable to stocking of Douglas-fir naturals), but above

1, 520 m, they were found on nearly every subplot examined.

Although western white pine and white fir were not planted in

the True Fir Zone, each species individually was found on more sub-

plots than were Douglas-fir naturals. Western white pine naturally

stocked more subplots, 59 percent, than any other species, and white

fir was third highest with 37 percent.

Comparison of the Overstory Stocking Point and Spherical
Densiometer Methods of Estimating Canopy Density

Canopy density measured by spherical densiometer, and over-

story stocking points per acre (OSSP/AC) were determined on the

same 89 large subplots located on flat ground in the Mixed Conifer

Zone. The relationship between these to estimates of canopy den-

sity was tested by regression rnethods Both the r2 value (r2= 315)

oL the regression; and the significant value of F (F=40. 1 versus the

tabularvalue of F
01

with 1/87 degrees of freedom = 6.94); suggest

that OSSP/AC is associated with canopy density as measured by
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densiometer, but the linear correlation is not strong (Figure 2).

The ocular fit of the regression line in Figure 2 suggests that

above 100 overstory stocking points per acre, canopy density no

longer increases linearly. Subplot size may partially explain why

the linear regression is weak. Spherical densiometer readings are

influenced by trees outside as well as those inside the 1/5 acre circu-

lar subplot. Subplots with sufficient overstory trees to have 150

OSSP/AC may have adjacent openings, so that canopy density as

measured by densiometer in a broad sense rates only moderate.

Although time consuming, measurement of overstory stocking points

on larger subplots (perhaps one acre) might provide better data for

defining the relationship between these two estimates of canopy

density.

In general, 100 OSSP/AC, the recommended overstory stocking

points for flat ground, is equivalent to 40 percent canopy density.

Seventy-five OSSP/AC corresponds to 32 percent canopy density, and

50 OSSP/AC equals 24 percent canopy density.

Relation of Total Stocking to Average Canopy Density

The relation of total stocking to average canopy density for the

18 plots sampled is shown in Figure 3. Total stocking is based on

40 four-milacre subplots per plot, and mean canopy density is based

on densiometer readings from the 12 large subp!ots on the same
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18plot.

No relationship between total stocking and mean canopy density

is apparent within the narrow range of canopy densities sampled.

Variation in average canopy density was small among the 18 partial

cuts. Canopy densities averaged around 40 percent (100 OSSP/AC)

and ranged from33 to 49 percent. District foresters consistently

marked enough leave trees to retain the recommended canopy den-

sity for flat ground. As a result, no determination of a relationship

between total stocking and average canopy density was possible.

Chi-Square Comparisons of Stocking under Low,
Medium and High Density Canopies

Although average density of canopy varied little among plots,

considerable variation was observed within areas sampled. For

example, canopy density ranged from 15 percent (20 0SSP/AC) to

61 percent (185 OSSP/AC) on individual subplots located on pumice

and sand flats within the Mixed Conifer Zone, Similar ranges in

canopy density were observed for subplots located on south slopes

of the Western Cascades, and in the True Fir Zone.

'8Total stocking in plot 13 was based on 28 subplots only.
Plots 1, 7, 13, and 15 had fewer than 12 1/5 acre subplots. For
these, mean canopy density was computed by dividing the sum of
the canopy densities recorded times 100 by the number of large
subplots established.
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Chi- square tests were used to determine whether stocking of

planted trees in small openings (up to an acre in size) in partial cuts

differed from that found in surrounding areas. Separate tests were

made with data from the three groups of sample plots: (1) mixed

conifer plots on pumice or sand flats, (2) mixed conifer plots on

south slopes, and (3) plots within the True Fir Zone.

The 1/5 acre subplots in each group were classified to create

two by three contingency tables: (1) four-milacre subplots associ-

ated with 1/5 acre subplots were counted as either stocked or not

stocked with planted trees, and (2) canopy density was counted as

low (under 32 percent, under 75 points per acre), medium (32 to 39

percent, 75 to 99 points per acre), or high (40 + percent, 100 +

19points per acre).

Within the range sampled, stocking appears independent of

canopy density. Chi-square values were not significant at the ten

percent level for plots on pumice and sand flats (Table VII), for

those on south slopes, or for plots in the True Fir Zone, Subplots

under low density canopies are just as likely to be stocked with

19For these tests, canopy density, as measured by spherical
densiometer, was based on the south-facing dot count only. Canopy
density toward the south was chosen as the best estimate of shade re-
ceived by four-milacre subplots. Large trees up to 30 rn away from
the center stake influenced dot count readings made with the densi-
ometer, but were not included as overstory stocking points since they
were outside the large subplot boundary. OSSP probably represents
the best estimate of root competition between residual overstory and
planted seedlings for soil moisture.



TABLE VII. CHI-SQUARE TESTS FOR ASSOCIATION BEIWEEN STOCKING AND CANOPY
DENSITY IN MIXED CONIFER SHELTERWOODS ON FLATS.

Canopy density tow ard
the south

percent number

under 32 24 4 28

32-39 21 ii 32

40+ 40 15 55

Total 85 30 115

x2= 3.25

Tabular value of X2. i with two degrees of freedom 4. 60

a1 planted seedlings were considered stocking components.

Subplots Total
stocked not stocked Subplots

39

Overstory stocking points Subplots Total

per acre stockeda not stocked Subplots

number

under 75 21 6 27

75-99 30 7 37

100+ 34 17 51

Total 85 30 115

X = 2.53

Tabular value of 10
with two degrees of freedom = 4. 60
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planted seedlings as those under medium or high density canopies.

These results suggest that a broad range of canopy densities

within shelterwoods will permit establishment of planted trees. Any

benefits provided by dense canopies may be offset by their increased

root competition for soil moisture.

Average Height Growth of Seedlings

Height growth in the first two years since planting was very

slow (Table VIII). Mean two-year height growth of Shasta red fir in

the True Fir Zone was only 5. 7 cm (Figure 4). Height growth of

Douglas-fir in the Mixed Conifer Zone averaged 8. 2 cm on the flats,

and 11. 1 cm on south slopes.

TABLE VIII. AVERAGE TWO-YEAR HEIGHT GROWTH OF
DOUGLAS-FIR AND SHASTA RED FIR,

Forest Zone Species Samples Average Height
Growth and

Interval
Estimatea

aBased on 90 percent Confidence Intervals.

number cm

Mixed Conifer
Flats Douglas-fir 53 8. 2 ± 0.8
South slopes Douglas-fir 20 11. 1 ± 2.3

Plot No. 17 Douglas-fir 8 5. 3 ± 0. 6
Plot No. 18 Douglas-fir 12 15.1 ± 2.0

True Fir Shasta red fir 31 5. 7 ± 0. 3



Figure 4. Slow growing Shasta red fir seedling planted
in a true fir shelterwood.
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Mean height growth on south slopes is highly variable, as

illustrated by data from the two plots sampled. Height growth aver-

aged 5.3 cm in plot 17 on a southeast aspect, and 15. 1 cm in plot 18

on a southwest aspect. The reasons for the large growth differences

between the two plots were not obvious. Growth in plot 18 does indi-

cate that some south slope shelterwoods have excellent potential for

fast growth of Douglas-fir seedlings.

Height growth for three years was obtained for ponderosa pine

(60 seedlings in one plot) and Douglas-fir (135 seedlings in four

plots), established in shelterwoods on pumice flats. Mean height

growth for this period was 26. 6 cm for ponderosa pine and 16. 8 cm

for Douglas-fir. Though relatively intolerant of shade, ponderosa

pine still exhibited its characteristic fast juvenile development under

partial canopy,

Deer browse on planted Douglas-fir was observed thoughout

five plots in the Mixed Conifer Zone pumice flats, but was nearly

absent in all others. In some instances, browsed seedlings were less

than 20 cm tall, three years after outplanting (Figure 5).

Seedling Height Growth in Relation to Canopy Density

After three years, height growth of planted Doug'as-fir was

significantly greater where canopy density was light, in mixed



Figure 5. Heavily browsed Douglas-fir seedling planted
in a mixed conifer shelterwood.
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Total

Tabular F
01 with 2/24 degrees of freedom = 5. 6

Over half of the variation in Douglas-fir height growth, three years

after outplanting, is accounted for by the regression equation;

20F = 20.7. Tabular F,
01 with 1/25 degrees of freedom = 7.8.
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conifer shelterwoods on pumice flats (Figure 6). 20 Within the range

of canopy densities sampled (12 to 59 percent), height growth under

the lightest canopy was nearly twice that of the most dense canopy

(22.5 versus 12.9 cm),

The best multiple regression equation describing three-year

height growth after outplanting is:

Y = 26.3 - . 142X1 - . 032X2, where

Y = mean height growth (cm) of Douglas-fir.

= canopy density (percent) toward the south, as measured

by densiometer.

= overstory stocking points per acre (OSSP/AC).

A summary of the analysis of variance is presented below:

Source DF SS MS F

Regres sion 2 191.6 95.8 13.0

Residual 24 177.8 7,4
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R2 = . 519. When the variable OSSP is dropped from the equation,

canopy density toward the south still accounts for almost half of the

variation in height growth (r2 = .452, Figure 6). When canopy den-

2sity towards the south is dropped, the r value for OSSP is only

386.
21

Regression equations describing two-year cumulative height

growth of Douglas-fir, in relation to canopy density, were also calcu-

lated. Separate equations were constructed for (1) south slope par-

tial cuts, (2) mixed conifer shelterwoods on pumice or sand flats

planted in spring 1975, and (3) mixed conifer shelterwoods on pumice

flats planted in spring 1974. Observations from spring plantings in

1974 yielded the only significant regression equation at the one per-

cent level. Two-year height growth of Douglas-fir on these flats was

negatively core1ated with canopy density (as measured by OSSP),

2but the assocaton was weak (r =. 276, F=9, 5 compa:ed to the tabular

F01 with 1/25 degrees of freedom = 7.8).

In the True ir Zone, two-year height growth of Shasta red fir

was not correlated with overstory canopy density. The slow growth

rates observed were just as likely to occur in small openings as in

heavily shaded areas.
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= 5. 7. Tabular F
01

with 1/25 degrees of freedom = 7.8.



Frost Damage in Relation to Canopy Density

Unseasonably cold weather during the 1977 Fourth of July week-

end offered an opportunity to observe the distribution of frost damage

on seedlings.

Current season's growth on Douglas-fir was killed by frost in

several clearcuts examined on pumice flats (Figure 7). In one true

fir clearcut, Shasta red fir also suffered frost damage (Figure 8).

Frost damage was only found on one of the 18 shelterwoods

examined. This stand, at 1, 160 m (3, 800 feet), was located on a

pumice flat. The average canopy density was 34 percent. Frost

damaged Douglas-fir was only found on two 1/5 acre subplots. Some

frost damage on Douglas-fir was observed on the subplot protected

by 25 percent canopy. Most Douglas-firs were damaged by frost on

the other subplot; overstory canopy density was only 15 percent as

measured by densiometer.

Observations made in an adjacent seed tree cutting indicated

that frost damage occurred under similar canopies. It appears that

frost damage to Douglas-fir can be expected in frost pockets if there

is less than 25 percent canopy density.
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Figure 7. Frost damage on Douglas-fir in a mixed
conifer clearcut.
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Figure 8. Frost damage on Shasta red fir clearcut.
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V. SILVICULTURAL IMPLICATIONS

Seedling Establishment

Evidence from survey results demonstrates that regeneration

establishes readily within shelterwoods on the Prospect Ranger

District. Some of the total stocking found was advance regeneration,

but most seedlings had established within three years after cutting.

The differences in total stocking between forest zones may be largely

attributable to environmental changes associated with elevation. As

one might expect, cooler temperatures and an abundance of moisture

at higher elevations, provide more favorable conditions for regenera-

tion. In the environments that prevail, current levels of canopy cover

definitely foster prompt establishment of both natural and artificial

regeneration.

Natural regeneration was surprisingly abundant in shelterwoods,

considering the short time span after harvest, and the absence of a

good seed crop. If such ready establishment were consistent or could

be predicted from year to year, many partial cuts would not have to

be planted, particularly in the True Fir Zone. However, planting is

justified in many shelterwoods to guarantee prompt reforestation, to

consistently provide the desired levels of stocking, and to control

species composition. Planting is critically important in the Mixed

Conifer Zone; if only natural regeneration were relied upon, Iarts of
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the Zone would not be restocked promptly.

Choice of Species

Mixed conifer forests are truly a mixture of evergreen tree

species, and it appears desirable to perpetuate such mixtures. Fast-

growing seral species that can withstand the shock of overstory

removal are the desired crop trees. Available species include

Douglas-fir, ponderosa pine, incense-cedar, white fir, and the rust-

susceptible species, sugar pine and western white pine. Ponderosa

pine grows very well in the mixture, has rapid juvenile growth and

merits planting as a component in the mix. Five-needle pines estab-

lish aggressively in much of this zone, and availability of rust-resis-

tant stock may encourage their use. The planting of white fir at lower

elevations appears questionable, since natural regeneration of this

species was absent in partial cuts sampled below 1, 040 m (3, 400 feet).

Composition of regeneration in the True Fir Zone can be strongly

influenced by the species left in the overstory. True firs, Douglas-fir

and western white pine were commonly observed in the overstory of

shelterwoods, and in general, regenerated well under existing canopy

densities. Survey records indicate poor establishment of Douglas-fir

above 1, 520 m (5, 000 feet), even though it was generously planted.

The absence of Douglas-fir naturals and scarcity of seed trees, raises

questions on how much effort should be spent establishing this species
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above 1, 520 m.

Seedling Development

Slow height growth of planted stock during the first two years

may be attributed to planting shock. Equally slow two-year height

growth was reported by Williamson (1977) for bare-root seedlings

established in shelterwoods on the Dead Indian Plateau (approximately

60 km south of Prospect). Third-year height growth of Douglas-fir

was more impressive, as seedlings began to adjust to their environ-

ment. Faster initial height growth is desirable to get seedlings above

competing vegetation, deer browse height and the frost damage level.

Results of this survey suggest that it is possible to increase

seedling height growth without sacrificing stocking by leaving less

overstory, Lighter canopies also pose less of a threat to regeneration

during removal of the remaining overstory. On pumice flats, or in

any other areas suspected of trapping cold air, heavier cutting should

be practiced cautiously since gain in height growth must be balanced

against the need for frost protection.

The uncetainty of frost damage on the pumice and sand flats is

a silvicultural problem. Of the five units sampled with average

canopies of less than 35 percent, regeneration on only one suffered

frost damage, and then only under less than 25-percent canopy density.

Further study on the occurrence of frost damage is needed to develop
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shelterwood density guidelines.

Canopy Density Control Methods

The overstory stocking point method is a practical means of

marking enough trees to consistently retain the desired overstory

cover. When measured by spherical densiometer after cutting, mean

canopy densities retained on the basis of OSSP measurements in the

uncut stand were all within ten percent of the prescribed level. The

OSSP method appears equally applicable in the Mixed Conifer and

True Fir Zones even though the crown characteristics of the over-

story are quite different.

Because the spherical densiometer estimates current crown

cover, it can not be used during timber sale layout to measure the

portion of the stand marked to become shelterwood. However, it

provides a fast means for assessing canopy after cutting. The avail-

ability of a curve (Figure 2) that relates percent canopy density

by densiometer to OSSP/AC, permits use of this instrument to quickly

monitor overstory canopies after harvest that were marked at

different overstory stocking point levels.
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APPENDIX I. OVERSTORY STOCKING POINTS.

Points per tree Live crown ratio
20% 40% 60%

1 10-19'' 10-15'' 10-13''

2 19-26" 15-21" 13-18"

3 26-33" 21-27k 18-23"

4 33-38" 27-31" 23-27"

5 38-44" 31-36" 27-30"

6 44-49" 36-40" 30-34"

7 49+ 40-44" 34_37H

8 44-48" 37-41"

9 48-51" 41-44"

10 51+ " 44-46"

11 46-49"

12 49+



aEach plot was located in a partial cut possessing the indicated project name assigned by the Prospect Ranger District.

b annual potential radiation received by plot -2 -1
Relative radiation index (Cal. cm year ).annual potential radiation received by flat ground
Ann. pot. rad. was obtained from Buffo etal. (1972).

0i

APPENDIX II. GENERAL CHAMCTERISTICS OF SHELTERWOOD PLOTS.

Plot
no.

a
Project name Elevation

Relative Soil
Aspect Slope radiation Profile

index no.

Total
Stocking

Mixed Conifer Zone (pumice and sand flats)
m percent percent

1 Big Flat #1 885 Flat 0 1.00 1400 70

2 Big Flat #1 885 Flat 0 1.00 1400 78

3 Big Flat #5 915 Flat 0 1.00 2600 55

4 Three Pee #3 1100 Flat 0 1.00 2600 70

5 Justintime #10 1160 Flat 0 1.00 2600 85

6 Justintime #10 1160 Flat 0 1.00 2600 90

7 justintime #7 1160 Flat 0 1.00 2600 80

8 Butcherknife #1 1160 Flat 0 1.00 2600 80

9 Butcherknife #2 1160 Flat 0 1.00 2600 85

10 Butcherknife #2 1160 Flat 0 1.00 2600 90

Mixed Conifer Zone (Western Cascades)
16 ElkhornPeak #7 1035 S 60 1.17 Not rated 88

17 Green Acres #6 885 SE 20 1. 12 3300 73

18 Needle Creek #3-B 975 SW 50 1. 12 4200 60
True Fir Zone

11 South National #5 1370 N 10 0. 85 2600 85

12 South National #3 1370 Flat 0 1.00 2600 88

13 South National #3 1370 Flat 0 1.00 2600 86

14 North Huckleberry #A-2 1675 E 10 0. 98 3400 93

15 East Huckleberry #3 1585 E 10 0. 98 2600 90



APPENDIX lii. STOCKING (BY SPECIES) OF SITE PREPARED AREAS,
a

a
A dash(-)indicates the species was not planted.

bPlots within low elevationband760O7O m(2,SOO-3, 500 feet).

Plots within middle elevation band 1. 070-1, 370 m (3, 500-4, 500 feet).

d10 located at an elevation of 1, 370 m (4, 500 fet).

epi0 occupying higher elevations, above 1, 520 m (5, 000 feet).

Plot
no,

Douglas-fir White fir Shasta red fir Ponderosa pine Western white
pine

Sugar
pine

naturals

Lodgepole
pine

naturals
cedar

naturals

Incense1Western
(hemlock

naturals

Mountain
hemlock
naturalsplanted naturals planted naturals planted naturals planted naturals planted naturals

Mixed Conifer Zone 'umice and sand flats
'1 30 30 0 0 -- 0 -- 20 -- 0 0 0 0 0 0

b2 83 42 33 0 -- 0 -- 33 -- 0 0 0 0 0 0

,.,3 67 17 8 0 -- 0 -- 8 -- 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 67 8 8 8 -- 0 -- 0 -- 0 0 0 0 0 0

5 42 25 8 25 -- 0 8 0 -- 17 0 0 0 8 0

6 83 25 8 0 -- 0 0 0 -- 0 0 0 0 0 0

c7 67 25 -- 0 -- 0 67 0 -- 25 0 0 0 0 0

8 67 25 -- 0 -- 0 67 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 0

9 75 67 0 8 8 0 0 0 -- 17 0 0 0 0 0

10 75 67 0 0 17 0 0 0 -- 50 0 8 0 0 0

Mixed Conifer Zone (Western Cascades)

116 8 75 -- 8 -- 0 0 0 -- 0 8 0 50 0 0

b 17 33 17 17 0 -- 0 0 0 -- 0 8 0 17 0 0

18 42 17 8 0 -- 0 0 0 -- 0 0 0 17 0 0
True Fir Zone

ii 17 75 - 50 17 25 -- 0 -- 67 0 0 0 0 0

d 12 25 33 - 50 50 25 -- 0 -- 75 0 0 0 0 0

.l3 38 25 - 25 13 13 -_ 0 -- 75 0 I 0 0 0 0

114 8 0 - 42 33 100 -- 0 -- 50 0 0 0 0 8
e[15 0 0 - 18 27 91 -- 0 -- 27 0 0 0 0 0


